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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3571 - 3572

In the corpse pit, the corpses of countless strong men from ancient times are buried in the
Zhen Mosi, which were built by foreign races!

The place everyone fears in the town of magic!

Although Gong Qianqiu has great magical powers, he can’t find where the corpse pit is.

I never thought that Master Bone would know!
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“That’s great! As long as you get to the corpse pit, no one knows where it is!”

Gong Qianqiu was delighted.

Soon Gong Qianqiu took Master Bone to the place where the top ten Tianjiao were
imprisoned.

The top ten Tianjiao were horrified when they saw this.
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“You… are you a scum who was expelled by the Heavenly Medical Supervisor?”

Bai Xinghe and the others are still well-informed, and they recognized this bone master at a
glance.

“Hahaha… Did you see it? The whole town magician regards me as a scum!”
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The Bone Master laughed.

This also strengthened his heart to help Gong Qianqiu.

“Well, the four artifacts of the town hall? Hahaha… You really got all the artifacts of the
Sifang Pavilion! Haha, a bunch of trash! You can’t play with a girl!”

The bone master began to sneer.

I also believe more and more in Gong Qianqiu.

He began to look at the spiritual roots and bones of the top ten talents.

“Tsk tsk! It’s an incomparable talent! Thunder Spirit Root Spirit Bone? Sword Spirit Root
Spirit Bone? Sword Spirit Root Spirit Bone? Incredible! Incredible!”

The bone master was completely amazed by the spiritual bones of the top ten talents.

He turned to look at Gong Qianqiu: “Hahaha, this is completely safe! I was only half sure
before! Now as long as you can arrange other things, I am 80% sure!”

Gong Qianqiu was also immediately excited.

This is really good news.

But the top ten Tianjiao immediately panicked.

“I’ll tell you another good news, this girl…”

The Master Bone pointed at Chu Qingshuang and said, “Her spirit bones tend to be
devoured! You can rely on her spirit bones to build them, so you can be 90% sure!”

“Hahaha… God help me too!”

Gong Qianqiu laughed.
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No one would have thought that Chu Qingshuang’s spiritual roots and bones were inclined
to devour. This was the foundation.

It’s much easier to do with this foundation.

It is much easier than creating something out of nothing, and the success rate is much
higher.

Chu Qingshuang began to tremble violently, her face was pale and cold sweat broke out!

At this moment, the top ten Tianjiao already understand what Gong Qianqiu and the others
are going to do.

They panicked immediately.

It really hurts more than they die!

But in this situation, they can’t die.

Can only be at the mercy of others.

If the root bone is dug out, grind it into powder.

They can’t imagine how crippled it would be!

They couldn’t bear it at all.

“What are you going to do, Gong Qianqiu? I advise you to stop! Otherwise, your end will be
miserable!”

“Hurry up and let us go! Hurry up!”

…

The top ten Tianjiao began to warn.

They are crazy.
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It’s more of a fear.

After all, I am too afraid of Gong Qianqiu.

“Then take them to the mass grave! Let’s do it ASAP!”

To be honest, at this moment, Master Bone is even more anxious than Gong Qianqiu.

This is also what Gong Qianqiu wants.

The two acted immediately.

“No! No! No!”

Let the top ten geniuses roar wildly, but it is of no use.

Only to be taken away.

Xu Qingya’s eyes were full of despair.

They have witnessed the growth of Gong Qianqiu step by step.

If this goes on, maybe Gong Qianqiu can really fight against Levi Garrison.

At that time, no one can do anything to her.

They couldn’t imagine that step.

But what can they do?

The key is that now everyone does not know that it is Gong Qianqiu.

He would never have thought that it was only a small person in the West Pavilion who
controlled all this.

Although famous.
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But according to everyone’s impression of Gong Qianqiu, her strength is very average.

Can only be regarded as medium.

Apart from the reviews, you can’t think of anything else.

Especially in the eyes of high-level people and some big people, Gong Qianqiu is not worth
mentioning at all.

It doesn’t even exist.

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3572

But it is this existence that controls everything.

Now Xu Qingya and the others pin all their hopes on Levi Garrison.

I pray that Levi Garrison finds the problem as soon as possible, finds that Gong Qianqiu did
everything, and finds Gong Qianqiu.

Kill her before she grows up.
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Otherwise, in the later stage, Gong Qianqiu will be very difficult to deal with.

Hope can only be on Levi Garrison!

“After I go back, I will study it carefully – what else do I need to create a pair of devouring
roots! Then you go to find it!”
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The bone master thought for a while and said.

Soon, Gong Qianqiu moved his real base to the corpse pit, the head of the Seven Jedi.

“Hahaha……”

After coming to the corpse pit, Gong Qianqiu’s smile became stronger, this place is too
suitable for her cultivation.

Simply kill two birds with one stone.

the other side.

Levi Garrison is also not idle.

First, I went to the North Pavilion.

Tell them to find someone immediately, and tell them that there is power behind it.

This frightened them.

After all, Xu Qingya and several others have not heard from them until now.

This is not a good thing.

“I said, Mr. Ye, it’s impossible for you! Even if you kill the top ten geniuses, you will throw
away the four great artifacts! Killing is killing for you! It is impossible to say not to kill!”

Everyone began to marvel that there was still such a force behind Zhen Mosi.

“Can you think of who it is? Does the Town Demon Division have such a person or power?”

Levi Garrison asked.

The Three Saints of the North Pavilion thought about it carefully and shook his head: “We
can’t imagine such an existence!”
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Levi Garrison was puzzled: “That’s weird! It feels like there is one person controlling
everything, but he just doesn’t leave any clues and traces!”

“Mr. Ye, you have to be careful next time! The ancestors of the major factions have all come
out! Some of them have started to organize the unification of the major factions of the
Town Demon Division, and some of the ancestors have gone to the Gods and Heavenly
Supervisors! “

Xu Liejun, the owner of the North Pavilion, said.

“Shentianjian? What the hell is that?”

Levi Garrison frowned.

“Shen Tianjian is the main brain organization of the Demon Suppression Division! It is also
the controller of the Demon Suppression Division. If you want to unify the Demon
Suppression Division, you must find them!”

“There is the strongest person in the Suppressing Demon Division in the Shentianjian! To
speak of the Xuanming aliens, they are not afraid of anyone in the Suppressing Demon
Division! But they are the only ones who are afraid of the Shentianjian!”

“Shen Tianjian has been hidden from the world for a long time, and it is estimated that it will
only become stronger!”

The Three Saints of the North Pavilion explained.

Levi Garrison said it doesn’t matter: “Oh, it doesn’t matter! I have no grudge against them,
but if you come to trouble me, kill one by one!”

Everyone in the North Pavilion was stunned.

I am afraid that he is the only one who dares to say such arrogant words.

You still think it makes sense!

“Okay, on the one hand, we are looking for this force, and on the other hand, we will always
keep an eye on the movement of the town magician!”
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Levi Garrison looked at a few people: “You also be careful, don’t let people destroy it!”

“Don’t worry, it won’t! We have a lot of relationship with those in the Shentianjian! This thing
won’t happen!”

The Three Saints of the North Pavilion smiled.

Soon after, several ancestors of Sifang Pavilion found the hidden Shentianjian.

Shen Tianjian is in the deep mountains.

There are all kinds of buildings, pavilions and pavilions everywhere.

And misty.

It’s like a fairyland!

After several ancestors from the East Pavilion and the West Pavilion came.

He shouted at the front: “The Zhenmo Division is in a disaster! I also ask the God of Heaven
to call the shots!”

“Please come out of the mountain, and unify the major factions of the Town Demon
Division! To deal with the disaster at hand!”

“Please come out of the mountain! Let the heaven fall!”

…

A sound like thunder, resounding in front.

There was just no response.

It made several ancestors a little anxious.

When just about to step in.
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“What wind brought you two here?”

A voice came, like thunder.

Look again, a man in a long gown suddenly appeared in front of several ancestors.
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